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Home-made

specialties

Wanna-have specialties

Off-grid specialties

Safety specialties

Smart specialties



One of the most important options for live abord is a good and reliable watermaker. Do 

we go for a 12v version or thinking about 230V? How many liters do we need 

every day? How many people will be on board? All of these information we need to 

advice which watermaker would be the best for your project.

Watermaker

Home made specialties by 

Newpoint Yachting

Looking for smart solutions on board? Do you want to go Off-Grid? Check out our 

specialties By Newpoint Yachting. For almost every “problem” we will 昀椀nd a solution. 
After years of experience with delivering new boats we created a complete package of 

options we install after the delivery of your new Fountaine Pajot. 

Do you have a good and/or smart idea? Just let us know and lets brainstorm!



Hardtop Bimini

After a lot of request of our client regarding a HardTop we decided to design our own 

version. The yard Fountaine Pajot did not have this option even when there was a lot of 

demands. 

Now we build our own HardTop by Newpoint Yachting.

Full Carbon, nice and smooth design, lights, big window, every color possible and aprox. 

530W of solar in the roof. Our HardTop can be installed on the: Lucia 40, Isla 40, Astréa 

42, Helia 44, Elba 45, Saona 47, Tanna 47, Saba 50, Aura 51.



Stainless steel frame

Increase your capacity of your solar energy system? We build a comple-

te S/S frame on the aft with rigid panels. Over 2000W of solar energy is 

possible. Of course depending in the model and the looks we can 

install 5 panels on the aft. Every panel with his own MPPT to optimize 

the energy. 

Walkable Solarpanels

You need extra solar power? Some free spots on you cockpit roof. We 

can install extra walkable solarpanels. We always use separate MPPT’s per 

panel to get the highest ef昀椀ciency of the panels. We always work with 
top-brands for these products.



2nd Dieseltank

LiFePo4 Battery

To go off-grid you need to go to a 

LiFePo4 system. More capacity, less weight, 

charge quicker and you can use more 

power of your system. Together with the 

best inverters, the best BMS systems and 

a complete monitoring system you can 

life aboard without any worries about the 

electricity. We can build an 12V, 24V or 

even an 48V system. Working with Victron 

we know for sure we have the best 

combination for a safe and reliable system.

For longer trips or transatlantic journeys some extra diesel could help a lot. With 470ltrs 

extra diesel you will double your range. No separate jerrycans on the deck any more. 

Safe and simple stored under the beds.



Diving compressor

Fill up your own diving gear. This is possible with your own compressor on board. A 

perfect location under the swimming platform. Working on 230V (works perfect with 

the LiFePo4 system) you can be completely independent.

Emergency start & stop

We have tackled the known problems with the MDI-box of Volvo Penta. When this 

problem comes up you can not start your engine anymore. With our specials made 

option your can always start your engine at any time. 

STOPSTART



Handrails at the staircase

Extra rails to hold on to go down the staircase and a safe protection for the sharp 

corners of the wooden parts. Fits on the (Lucia 40,  Astréa 42, Saona 47).

Fixed guard rails

Our 昀椀xed guard rails gives your more safety onboard. A rigid s/s frame is strong and 
gives more support while moving over the deck during rough weather. We can also 

higher the stanchions to have a better grip.



Extra 

window at 

the 

helmstation

To create extra visibility to the 

port aft swimming platform du-

ring maneuvering we created an 

extra window at the helmstation. 

No need for camera’s on the aft 

(does not work when you are 

going backwards, you are not in 

front of the screen...) bud a simple 

solution! 

In our opinion the best 

rope cutter on the 

market. This rope cutter 

really cuts! Because of 

one 昀椀xed element and 
one rotating part it really 

cuts the ropes and lines. 

Rope cutter



The standard very bright light in the saloon and cockpit are not dimmable. Somethings it 

is nicer to have it a little dimmed to create a cozy atmosphere. We can install several 

dimmers to create this nice atmosphere. 

Dimmable lights in the saloon / 

cockpit

Extra winch

In the option “Gennaker gear” you will get an extra winch on port side. On starbard side 

you need to use the winch at the helmstation. Not always the best option. We can install 

an extra winch on the starboard side. 



TopDek 2G synthetic teak 

Give your boat a more nautic and warm look. We can install TopDek (identical as 

Flexiteek). Nicer installed, more options in colors and lay-out and exactly tailor 

made. So no open edges and so on. 

Outboard engine crane and cradle

Would like to store your he-

avy 25hp engine on a cradle 

on the transom? We can 

build a tailor made crane for 

your engine.



Workshop / storage

Where to leave you binoculars or your could drinks during the trips. In our homemade 

storage box behind the seats at the helmstation your 昀椀nd the perfect place to store your 
stuff. With 2 cupholders a nice gadget on board. Available in every color. 

Storage box
With a small workshop in the storage box in the front of the boat your are able to do 

different (small) repairs. We install a workbench, extra shelves and 230V for your electric 

tools. Different lay-outs and specials whishes are possible.



Carbon Wheel

BBQ or plancha grill

Specials demands for cooking outside are no problem. Would you like to have a 230V 

system outside or thinking of a Green Egg outside? Just let us know. 

A very nice looking option. A carbon 

steering wheel. Available in different 

colors. It give the steering position a 

very sporty look and the wheel feels 

feather light! Very nice feature. 



We can install a complete airco system on board. With a post factory system you can 

choose the system, the location and the capacity. Maybe only in the owners cabin is 

enough or thinking about a 12V system? Just discuss your wishes.

Airco

Diesel cleaning system

Going to the end of the world and want to be sure your diesel will be in the best shape? 

We install a complete reversed cleaning system for the diesel. Together with a second 

tank the best and safe options to have always very clean diesel. 



On our yard in Enkhuizen (NL) we have the 

facilities for storing your Cat on the hard. 

We also can put up to 47” (7.80m wide) 

inside to work on the boats. A safe and 

protected solution to store your cat in the 

winter.

Storage

Underwatership protection 

How to protect your hull underwater in the best possible way? By using the best 

products... We can apply for example 6 layers of epoxy coating and 昀椀nish it 
for example CopperCoat (in FR). Or use the best products for an-

ti-fouling. 



Interested in our home-made specialties?

Check out: 

www.newpointyachting.nl
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Cat-cradle

We can move your cat (up to 25t) into our hall with our own Cat-Cradle. This makes it 

easier for us to move the cats and put the boats inside if necessary. 


